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The Traditionalist's Companion: Wholesale Fixed Blade

Wood Handle Outdoor Knife MC-SK-69

In the realm of outdoor activities, a robust and reliable knife stands as a fundamental tool for

the wilderness enthusiast. For retailers looking to supply discerning customers with a piece that

combines practical design with classic aesthetics, the MC-SK-69 fixed blade hunting knife from

Shieldon is an offering that stands out in the market. This meticulously designed knife is not just

a tool but a companion for the traditionalist who values the fusion of functionality and natural

beauty.

https://www.shieldon.net/fixed-blade-knife/
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Product Overview

The MC-SK-69 is a fixed blade hunting knife that has been constructed with the outdoor

aficionado in mind. It features a robust 3Cr13 blade material known for its hardness and

resistance to corrosion, making it an ideal choice for a variety of outdoor tasks, from dressing

game to campsite preparations. The blade is complemented by a richly-hued rosewood handle,

which is not only durable but also offers a comfortable grip, enhancing the knife's utility and

aesthetic appeal.

Blade Excellence

With a blade thickness of 0.138 inches (3.5mm), the MC-SK-69 offers a sturdy cutting edge that

can withstand the rigors of outdoor use. The blade length of 2.36 inches (60mm) is compact yet

versatile, suited for precision tasks without compromising on strength. The sheepsfoot blade

style, known for its straight edge and rounded tip, provides a shape that prioritizes control and

safety – essential qualities for both novice and experienced users.

The satin blade finish adds a smooth appearance that reduces glare and minimizes fingerprint

marks, maintaining the knife's clean look throughout use. A flat blade grind is utilized for the

MC-SK-69, which is excellent for achieving sharp, efficient cuts and easy maintenance.
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Handle: Ergonomics Meets Elegance

The handle of the MC-SK-69 is crafted from high-quality rosewood, a material revered for its

resilience and timeless beauty. With a thickness of 1.181 inches (30mm), it provides a

substantial feel in the hand, ensuring a confident grip in various conditions. The wood color of

the handle harmonizes with the natural environment, appealing to users who appreciate a

traditional outdoor aesthetic.

Sheath: Secure and Stylish

No knife is complete without a protective sheath, and the MC-SK-69 comes with a durable

nylon sheath that safeguards the blade when not in use. The sheath is crafted to snugly fit the
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knife, ensuring that it remains secure whether you’re traversing rugged terrain or storing it in

your pack. The choice of nylon as a sheath material offers a lightweight, weather-resistant

housing for the knife, complementing the overall portability and durability of the MC-SK-69.

Specifications at a Glance

 Item NO.: MC-SK-69
 Item Segment: Hunting Knife
 Blade Material: 3Cr13
 Handle Material: Rosewood
 Blade Thickness: 0.138” / 3.5mm
 Blade Length: 2.36” / 60mm
 Handle Thickness: 1.181” / 30mm
 Total Length: 4.72” / 120mm
 Weight: 2.26 oz / 64g
 Blade Style: Sheepsfoot
 Handle Color: Wood Color
 Sheath Material: Nylon
 Blade Finish: Satin
 Blade Grind: Flat
 ODM Regular MOQ: 1

Perfect for Wholesale

The Shieldon MC-SK-69 is an ideal addition to any outdoor or hunting gear collection, offering

wholesalers a product that balances performance with classic design. With an MOQ (Minimum

Order Quantity) of just one, Shieldon provides a unique opportunity for businesses both large

and small to stock this exceptional knife without the pressure of large inventory requirements.

This purchasing flexibility is a testament to Shieldon's commitment to catering to the needs of
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businesses of all sizes, providing them with the opportunity to offer high-quality products to

their customers.

Shieldon: A Partner in Excellence

With two and a half decades of experience in the foreign trade business, Shieldon has

established itself as a premier Manufacturing & Trading Combo. This expertise is evident in

every product they offer, from design to delivery. Exhibiting at numerous domestic and

international shows, Shieldon has honed their craft and solidified their reputation in the

industry as a trustworthy supplier of superior knives and tools.
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Conclusion

The MC-SK-69 fixed blade hunting knife is more than just a piece of outdoor equipment; it is a

symbol of Shieldon's dedication to quality, functionality, and classic style. Ideal for the retailer

seeking to offer a premium product without the concerns of overstocking, the MC-SK-69 is a

versatile and valuable addition to any product line catering to outdoor enthusiasts. With

Shieldon's seasoned experience and flexible MOQ, wholesalers can confidently invest in a knife

that will not only meet but exceed the expectations of their discerning clientele.

Decoding the Hunt: Understanding the Essentials of

Hunting Knife Styles

The hunting knife is an indispensable tool for any outdoorsman, serving a multitude of

purposes from field dressing game to cutting rope. Its design has been honed over centuries to

cater to the specific needs of hunting scenarios. With an array of styles, each tailored for

different uses, selecting the right hunting knife can be pivotal for the success and ease of your

outdoor adventures. Here's an essential guide to clarifying different hunting knife styles for

scenario uses.
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Fixed Blade vs. Folding Blade

Before diving into styles, it's important to differentiate between the two main categories of

hunting knives: fixed blade and folding blade. Fixed blade knives have no moving parts, which

makes them strong and reliable for tough cutting jobs. They're typically easier to clean—a vital

consideration after dressing game. Folding blades, on the other hand, offer convenience and

portability as they can be carried more safely without a sheath and take up less space.
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Classic Hunting Knife Styles

1. Drop Point: Known for its thick, curved blade, the drop point knife is a staple in hunting for its

versatility. The point is lower than the spine for controlled slicing and skinning, while the strong tip
helps prevent accidental puncturing of the hide or internal organs. It’s ideal for hunters needing a
reliable all-around knife for field dressing game.

2. Clip Point: Featuring a thinner blade with a well-defined point, clip point knives excel in precision

tasks. The crescent drop at the knife point affords more control and quicker stabbing capabilities.
This style is suitable for hunters who perform detailed and intricate work, such as caping around
delicate areas.

3. Skinning Knife: As the name suggests, skinning knives are specialized for removing the hide of

game animals. They typically have a short, curved blade to achieve a clean cut through the skin
without damaging the meat underneath. They are essential for hunters who process their game.

4. Gutting Hook: A variation of the skinning knife, the gutting hook (or zipper) incorporates a hook

feature on the blade tip to open the abdomen of the game without slicing into the muscle. It’s a
design feature that promotes efficiency and safety during the field dressing process.

5. Boning Knife: With a narrow and flexible blade, boning knives allow for precision in separating meat

from bone. Hunters who wish to prepare their game for cooking or storage will find this style
particularly useful.

Specialized Hunting Knife Styles

1. Caping Knife: Designed for trophy preparation, the caping knife has a small, thin blade perfect for

precision work around bones and tight areas. This style is favored by hunters who perform detailed
tasks such as preparing a head for mounting.

2. Saw Knife: Some hunting knives come with a serrated edge or an actual saw blade on the flip side of

the cutting blade. This is useful for cutting through bone or cartilage and can be invaluable when
quartering large game or clearing small branches for a shooting lane.

3. Multipurpose Hunting Knives: There are hunting knives designed with versatility in mind,

incorporating features like screwdrivers, corkscrews, or even forks and spoons. These are beneficial
for the hunter who prefers a single tool for multiple tasks, especially on extended trips.
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Choosing the Correct Hunting Knife

The choice of hunting knife should be determined by the type of hunting you do, the game you

target, and personal preference. Here are a few tips to select the right knife:

 Prioritize function over form. Choose a knife style that will perform well in the tasks you plan to
undertake.

 Consider the size of the game. Larger animals might require sturdier knives with larger blades, while
smaller game could be processed with smaller knives.

 Examine the handle material and design for comfort and grip, especially in wet conditions.
 Always ensure the knife is made from high-quality materials for durability and ease of maintenance.

Stainless steel is a popular choice for its rust resistance and edge retention.
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Conclusion

Understanding the different hunting knife styles and their specific uses is crucial for any hunting

expedition. Whether it's dressing big game, preparing meat, or simply cutting through tough

material, there's a knife designed to assist. By matching the right knife to the right task, hunters

can ensure a more efficient, safe, and enjoyable experience in the wilderness. With this basic

knowledge of hunting knife styles, you're one step closer to mastering the tools of the trade

and enhancing your hunting prowess.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/hunting-knife/
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